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Chapter -13 
 

 INSURANCE IN 
INDIA 
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What is Insurance 
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• to cut down the risk is known as insurance.  

• A contract which covers a person’s life (called life segment) or 

covers loss of assets, property (called non-life or general 

segment).  

• The insurance contracts are called policies  

• They are purchased at fixed premiums. 



LIC 
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• Market Nationalised in 1956 (LIC formed) 

• Opening of private life insurance companies was prohibited at that time.  

• The LIC was called an investment institution by the government. 

• twin objectives were followed—first, to spread the message of life insurance 

for greater social security and secondly, to mobilise people’s savings 

(collected as premiums) for nation building.  

• The LIC had been the biggest investor in the government’s process of 

planned development purchasing government securities (G-Secs.) and 

equities of the big asset Public Sector Undertakings (PSUs). 



GIC 
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• The GIC started operation on January 1, 1973 with its four holding 

companies: 

 (i) National Insurance Company Ltd. 

 (ii) New India Assurance Company Ltd. 

 (iii) Oriental Fire and Insurance Company Ltd. 

 (iv) United India Insurance Company Ltd. 
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• In the era of economic reforms, two major changes took place in 

this area— 

 (i) In November 2000, the GIC was notified as the Indian 

Reinsurer (to be known as GIC Re). 

 (ii) In March 2002 the GIC was withdrawn from holding 

company status of the four public sector general insurance 

companies. Now these four companies are directly owned by 

the Government of India. 



INSURANCE REFORMS 
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• Insurance Reforms Committee (IRC) April 1993 [R. N. Malhotra].  

• The committee handed over its report (January 1994) with the following 

major suggestions: 

• Decontrolling insurance sector,  

• Passing IRDA Act 1994 

• Restructuring the LIC and the GIC and cutting down the government’s 
holding in them to 50 per cent (no follow up still, but the private insurance 

companies demanding it anxiously.  
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• Late 2012, the government started sale of the LIC shares but to 

public sector undertakings  

• Discarding the system of licensing of surveyors by the controller of 

Insurance. 

• Restructuring the Tariff Advisory Committee. 

• Setting up a regulatory authority for the insurance industry (the 

IRDA set up in 2000). 



IRDA 
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• The Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority (IRDA) was set up 

in 2000  

• One chairman and five members (two as full time and three as part-time 

members) appointed and nominated by the government.  

• The authority is responsible for the regulation, development and 

supervision of the Indian insurance industry. 

• Today, 57 insurance companies are operating in India of which 24 are in 

life segment while 

• By late 2019, the Government allowed 100 per cent FDI in insurance 

intermediaries. 



REINSURANCE 
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• Reinsurance is the practice whereby insurers transfer portions of their risk 

portfolios to other parties by some form of agreement to reduce the likelihood 

of paying a large obligation resulting from an insurance claim. 

 

• In March 2016, the IRDA gave initial approval (known as R1, in regulatory 

parlance) to four foreign reinsurance companies.  

 

• Among them, two belong to Germany (Munich Re, Hannover), one each to 

Switzerland (Swiss Re) and France (SCOR).  

 

• Munich Re is the largest reinsurance player in the world while Swiss Re is the 

second largest and Hannover comes third in global size. 

 



REINSURANCE 
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• Two other foreign companies (US-based Reinsurance Group of America and 

UK-based XL Catlin) are waiting for the initial approval.  

 

• These companies will start their operation once they get the final approval 

(known as R2). 

 



Deposit Insurance And Credit Guarantee 

Corporation (DICGC) 
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• The Bill was criticised for the clause which allowed 

‘writing down of the liabilities of the failed bank’.  
• This clause was inferred by stakeholders as the 

‘bailin’ clause (when a financial help comes in from 

within the bank/financial institution).  

• The Joint Parliamentary Committee also had certain 

apprehensions related to it. 

• Government withdrew the Bill in July 2018 and 

announced the need of more time to examine the 

related issues. 

• Since 1991, the deposit insurance limit has been 

upto only ₹1 lakh.  



Future of Insurance sector 
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• Low Penetration 

• Complex and delayed claim settlement procedures 

• Lack of education and awareness among the masses; 

• Lower income levels of the population; 

• Socio-cultural factors; 

• Lack of level playing field in the industry; and 

• Less vibrancy in the regulatory framework. 



Micro Insurance 
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• The concept of micro insurance has been developed by the private insurance 

company 

 

• NGOs and people’s organisations are allowed to register themselves as micro 

insurance companies which sell such insurance.  

 

• As they cover the risk themselves, they are allowed to reinsure with one of the 

large global companies like Swiss Re or Munich Re.  

 

• Same model is suggested for India but for this to happen drastic changes in 

the existing insurance rules are required. 



NEW REFORM INITIATIVES 
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• Insurance Laws (Amendment) Act, 2015 

• Promotion of Foreign Investment 

• Capital Requirement in Government Companies 

• Consumer Welfare 

• Empowerment of IRDAI 

• Health Insurance as separate vertical 
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Promoting Reinsurance Business in India: 



Capital Market Reforms 
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• In March 2019, the IRDA announced the redesigned initial public 

offering (IPO) guidelines for insurance companies which are 

looking to divest equity through the IPO route.  

• Now insurance companies are allowed to invest up to 10 per cent in 

additional Tier 1 bonds issued by banks (which are raising capital to 

comply to Basel III norms). 



THIRD PARTY INSURANCE 
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• ‘Third party’ insurance is designed to insure against liability of a 

person for loss, damage or personal injury caused to a third person (i.e. 

someone other than the insured).  

• it covers the insured’s legal liability for death/disability of third-party 

loss or damage to the third-party property.  

• This insurance is also known as ‘act only’ cover.  

• In India, it is mandatory (under the Motor Vehicle Amendment Act, 

2019) for all new two wheelers to have a five-year third-party 

insurance and cars and commercial vehicles to have a three-year third-

party insurance 
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Q1 With regard to the Insurance in India, consider the following 

statements 

1. Insurance is the equitable transfer of the risk of a loss, from one 

entity to another in exchange for payment 

2. The first Indian insurer company was the Bombay Mutual Life 

Assurance Society, established in 1870 

3. At present, the only public sector company which provides life 

insurance cover in India is the Life Insurance Corporation of India 

(LIC) 

 Select the CORRECT answer using the codes given below 

 (a) 1 Only (b) 1 and 2 

 (c) 2 and 3 (d) 1, 2 and 3 
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D 

• All the statements are correct. 

• Insurance sector was  nationalized in 1956 and Life Insurance 

Corporation came into existence.  

• Insurance is divided into two broad Categories: 

 Life Insurance 

 General Insurance 

• The concept of insurance finds mention in the writings of Manu’s 
Manusmiriti, Yagnavalkya’s Dharmasastra and Kautilya’s Arthasastra. 

• 1818: Establishment of the Oriental Life Insurance Company in 

Calcutta by British which was the first insurance company in India. 
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Q2. Insurance Reforms Committee (IRC) was set up by GoI 

under the chairmanship of:  

 (a) Vijay Kelkar 

 (b) R. N. Malhotra  

 (c) J. J. Irani  

 (d) M. Narasimham 
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Ans: b 

• Under the process of economic reforms an Insurance Reforms 

Committee (IRC) was set up in April 1993 under the chairmanship 

of the ex-RBI Governor R. N. Malhotra.  

• Narismhan Committee (1991): Banking Sector Reforms 

• Kelkar Committee (2002): Tax Structure Reforms 

• J. J. Irani Committee: Company Law Reforms 
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Q3. Consider the following statements with regard to the  Insurance 
Regulatory and Development Authority of India (IRDAI) 

 1. It is an autonomous, statutory body established by an act of 

Parliament 

 2. It has power of adjudication of disputes between insurers and 
intermediaries or insurance intermediaries 

 Select the CORRECT statement(s) using the codes given below 

 (a) 1 Only 

 (b) 2 Only 

 (c) Both 1 and 2 

 (d) None of the above 
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C 

• Both the statements are correct. 

• IRDA is an apex statutory body that regulates and develops insurance industry in 

India. It was constituted as per provisions of Insurance Regulatory and 

Development Authority Act, 1999. Its headquarter is in Hyderabad.  
• Other Functions:  

- Protect the rights of insurance policy holders. 

- Provide registration certification to life insurance companies 

- Renew, modify, cancel or suspend this registration certificate as and when 

appropriate; promote efficiency in conduct of insurance business 

- Promote and regulate professional organisations connected with insurance 

and reinsurance business; regulate investment of funds by insurance 

companies 
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Q4. The Government of India has taken a number of initiatives to boost 

the insurance industry. In this context, which of the following is/are 

true? 

 1. As per Union Budget 2019-20, 100 per cent foreign direct 

investment (FDI) permitted for insurance intermediaries 

 2. National Health Protection Scheme was launched  to increase 

penetration of health insurance in India from 34 per cent to 50 per 

cent 

 Select the INCORRECT answer using the codes given below 

 (a) 1 Only (b) 2 Only 

 (c) Both 1 and 2 (d) None of the above 
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Ans: d 

Explanation:  

• Both the statements are correct.  

• Other initiatives: 

 The Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India 
(IRDAI) plans to issue redesigned initial public offering (IPO) 

guidelines for insurance companies in India, which are to looking to 
divest equity through the IPO route. 

 IRDAI has allowed insurers to invest up to 10 per cent in additional 
tier 1 (AT1) bonds that are issued by banks to augment their tier 1 

capital, in order to expand the pool of eligible investors for the 
banks. 

 PMSBY (Pradhan Mantri Suraksha Bima Yojana) 

 PMJJBY (Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana)  
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Q5. Consider the following statements with regard to the Statutory 
Liquidity Ratio (SLR)  

 1. It is the reserve requirement that commercial banks are 

required to keep in RBI in cash 

 2. It has to be maintained at the close of business on every day 

 3. Like CRR, banks earn some amount of interest on SLR 

investment also 

 Select the INCORRECT statements using the codes given below 

 (a) 1 and 2 

 (b) 1 and 3 

 (c) 2 and 3 

 (d) None of the above 
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B 

Statements 1 and 3 are incorrect.  

• SLR: It is the share of Net Demand and Time Liabilities that a bank is 
required to maintain safe and liquid assets, such as government 

securities, cash, and gold. 

• SLR is the amount of money that is invested in certain specified 

securities predominantly central government and state government 
securities. 

• Statement 1: This is not kept with RBI but with banks themselves. 

• Statement 3: The banks earn some amount of interest on SLR 

investment as against CRR where it earns zero. 

• In March 2020, the SLR was at 18.25 per cent of the NDTL of the 

banks.  
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Q6. With regard to the Government Security (G-Sec), consider the 

following statements 

 1. It is a tradable instrument and can be issued by both the Central 

Government and the State Governments 

 2. These can be short term as well as long term 

 3. To increase money supply in the economy, RBI purchases 

government securities  

 Select the CORRECT statements using the codes given below 

 (a) 1 and 2 

 (b) 1 and 3 

 (c) 2 and 3 

 (d) 1, 2 and 3 
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D 

 

All the statements are correct.  

• A Government Security (G-Sec) is a tradable instrument issued by the Central 
Government or the State Governments. 

• Such securities are short term (usually called treasury bills, with original 
maturities of less than one year- presently issued in three tenors, namely, 91 
day, 182 day and 364 day) or long term (usually called Government bonds or 
dated securities with original maturity of one year or more). 

• In India, the Central Government issues both, treasury bills and bonds or dated 
securities while the State Governments issue only bonds or dated securities, 
which are called the State Development Loans (SDLs). 

• G-Secs carry practically no risk of default and, hence, are called risk-free gilt-
edged instruments. 



 
Q7. Consider the following pairs with regard to the monetary 

aggregates 
  

1. M1 = money is  Currency & coins with people + Demand deposits of 
Banks (Current & Saving Accounts) + Other deposits of the RBI  

2. M2 = M1 + Demand deposits of the post offices  
3. M3 = M2 + Time/Term deposits of the Banks  

Select the INCORRECT pair(s)  using the codes given below 
a) 2 Only 

b) 3 Only 
c) 1 only 

d) 1 and 2 
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B 
•Following the recommendations of the Second Working Group on Money Supply 
(SWG) in 1977, RBI has been publishing four monetary aggregates (component of 
money), viz., M1, M2, M3 and M4.  
•M3 = M1 + Time/Term deposits of the Banks (i.e., the money lying in the Recurring 
Deposits & the fixed Deposits).  
•M4 = M + total deposits of the post offices (both, Demand and Term/Time 
Deposits).  
•Now the RBI has started publishing a set of new monetary aggregates following the 
recommendations of the Working Group on Money Supply: Analytics and 
Methodology of Compilation chaired by Dr. Y. V. Reddy. 
-M0 (monetary base), 
-M1 (narrow money) 
-M2 and M3 (broad money).  
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Q8 Which of the following is/are the similarities between the Payment 
Banks and Small Finance Banks? 

 1. Minimum capital required for both is Rs. 100 crore  

 2. Both require to establish 25% of branches in unbanked areas 

 3. Foreign shareholding is allowed in both banks 

 Select the CORRECT answer using the codes given below 

 (a) 1 Only  

 (b) 1 and 2 

 (c) 2 and 3 

 (d) 1, 2 and 3 
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D 
•  All the statements are 

correct. 
• Differentiated banks are 

banking  institutions licensed 
by the RBI to  provide specific 

banking services  and 
products.  

 
• Differentiated banks licensing 

was  launched in 2015. The 
differentiated  banks are of 

two types- payment banks 
and small finance  banks. 
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Q9. Which of the following statements is incorrect about Chit 

Funds in India? 

 (a) It is regulated under the Central Chit Funds Act, 

1982  

 (b) These are included in the definition of NBFCs by the 

RBI  

 (c) RBI has laid out a separate regulatory framework for 

them 

 (d) None of the above 
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C 

• Chit fund business is regulated under the Central Chit 
Funds Act, 1982 and the rules framed under this Act by the 

various state governments for this purpose.  

• Functionally, chit funds are included in the definition of 

NBFCs by the RBI under the sub-head miscellaneous non-

banking company(MNBC).  

• Statement c: Both RBI and Central Government have not 

laid out any separate regulatory framework for them.  
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Q10. Consider the following statements with regard to the Sovereign 
gold bond 

 1. These are issued by the RBI on behalf of the government of 

India 

 2. Bonds have a tenure of eight years without an exit option 

 3. Investors can buy these bonds through designated 

scheduled commercial banks, Small Finance Banks and 
Payment Banks 

 Select the CORRECT statement(s) using the codes given below 

 (a) 1 Only 

 (b) 1 and 2 

 (c) 2 and 3 

 (d) 1, 2 and 3 
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A 
Only statement 1 is correct.  

• Sovereign gold bonds are issued by the RBI on behalf of the 
government. They are government securities denominated in grams 

of gold. They are substitutes for holding physical gold. 
• Investors have to pay the issue price in cash and the bonds will be 

redeemed (bought back by the issuer) in cash on maturity. 
• Statement 2: Sovereign gold bonds have a tenure of eight years, 

with exit options are available from the fifth year. 
• Statement 3: Investors can buy these bonds through designated 

scheduled commercial banks (except Small Finance Banks and 
Payment Banks), Stock Holding Corporation of India Limited, and 

designated post offices. 



 
Q11. Consider the following statements, with regard to the high power money 
  
1. The currency issued the central bank is called ‘high power money’  
2. Apart from RBI, the sources of high power money supply in India are 

Government of India and government of states 
 

Select the CORRECT statement(s) using the codes given below 
a) 1 Only 
b) 2 Only 
c) Both 1 and 2 
d) None of the above 
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Ans: a 
 
Explanation: 
Only statement 1 correct. 
•The central banks of all the countries are empowered to issue the currency. 
The currency issued by the central bank is called ‘high power money’ because 
it is generally backed by supporting ‘reserves’ and its value is guaranteed by 
the government and it is the source of all other forms of money.  
•In India, there are two sources of high power money supply: 
1. RBI 
2. Government of India 
•The RBI issues currency notes of rupees 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 500 and 2000 
denominations  which RBI calls as the ‘Reserve Money’.  
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Q12. With regard to the Minimum Reserve System (MRS) of RBI, 
consider the following statements 
1. Under this, RBI is required to maintain a reserve equivalent of Rs. 200 

crores in gold and foreign currency with itself  
2. Against this reserve, the RBI is empowered to issue currency to any 

extent  
Select the CORRECT statement(s) using the codes given below 
a) 1 Only 
b) 2 Only 
c) Both 1 and 2 
d) None of the above 
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Ans: c 

 

Explanation:  

Both the statements are correct. 

•In India, currencies are issued by the RBI with the backing of reserves 

comprised of gold and foreign exchange (foreign currencies). For the 

issue of currencies, the RBI follows Minimum Reserve System at present.  

•Under the Minimum Reserve System, the RBI has to keep a minimum 

reserve of Rs. 200 crore comprising of gold coin and gold bullion and 

foreign currencies.  

•Out of the total Rs 200 crores, Rs115 crore should be in the form of 

gold coins or gold bullion.  
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Q13. Which of the following segments of money at any point of time is known as 
Reserve Money (RM) for the economy or the government  
 
1. RBI’s net credit to the commercial banks  
2. Government’s currency liabilities to the public  
3. Net non-monetary liabilities of the RBI  
4. Net forex reserve with the RBI  
Select the CORRECT answer using the codes given below 
a) 1, 2 and 3 
b) 1 and 4 
c) 2, 3 and 4 
d) All of the above 
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D 
 
•The gross amount of the following six segments of money at any point of time 
is known as Reserve Money (RM) for the economy or the government:  
1. RBI’s net credit to the Government; 
2. RBI’s net credit to the Banks; 
3. RBI’s net credit to the commercial banks; 
4. net forex reserve with the RBI; 
5. government’s currency liabilities to the public; 
6. net non-monetary liabilities of the RBI.  
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Q14. Consider the following statements with regard to Foreign Currency Non-
Resident Accounts 
 
1. These are Term Deposit Accounts and not Saving Accounts 
2. The currency risk i.e. change in price of one currency in relation to another, 

is borne by the account holder 
3. It’s deposits are classified as external liabilities and excluded from the 

domestic money stock  
Select the CORRECT answer using the codes given below 
a) 1 Only 
b) 1 and 2 
c) 2 and 3 
d) 1 and 3 
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D 
 
Statements 1 and 3 are correct.  
 
•FCNR accounts are term deposit accounts which are maintained by NRIs and 
PIOs in the form of foreign currencies. This is a type of fixed deposit for foreign 
currencies and not a savings account.  
 
•From among the various categories of non-resident deposits at present, only 
Foreign Currency Non-Resident Accounts (Banks) [FCNR(B)] deposits are 
classified as external liabilities and excluded from the domestic money stock.  
 
•They are fully repatriable (ability to move money abroad). 
 
•Statement 2: The currency risk (change in price of one currency in relation to 
another) is borne by the bank.  
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